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-- Global Benchmarks -PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION (PhilDev).
PhilDev/Ayala Foundation is the preeminent Philippine Diaspora
philanthropic foundation with a track record of building global
benchmark initiatives and innovating high value-add global best
practices.
AMERICAN INDIA FOUNDATION (AIF). AIF is the premier
Indian Diaspora and Indophile collective philanthropic platform
that has consistently set new global benchmarks in several high
impact sectors and created new standards in massive scale, high
value-add global best practices.

-- High Value-Add Best Practices -6
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HIGH VALUE-ADD. Entrepreneurial and passionate cultures
and leaders that create global high value-add best practices
through training staff and grantees in benchmarking and best
practices, leveraging global leadership and resource networks, and
fostering innovation.
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HIGH RETURN ON RESOURCES. High return on resource
KPIs including volunteer commitments by highly accomplished
professionals and passionate staffers, government funding and
corporate goods/services, and low fundraising and overhead costs.
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HIGH IMPACT. Track records of high impact KPIs and
changing performance expectations through annual grantee
performance reviews, new initiative rankings, high integrity
analysis and data sharing, and a “do-to-say” ratio greater than one.
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CREATE GLOBAL BENCHMARKS. Research, utilize and
create global benchmark KPIs to assess and improve performance,
better allocate resources, set and elevate goals, and train and
manage staff, volunteers, and grantees.
CREATE GLOBAL HIGH VALUE-ADD BEST
PRACTICES. Extensively research, analyze, adopt, and create
global high value-add best practices for training staff, volunteers,
and grantees; implementing processes, policies, and programs, and
assessing new initiatives.

J-InterSect (JIS) improves performance within ten programs at the nexus of the commercial and social sectors. JIS products and services
create high value-add, high return on resources, and high impact (the “3-highs”). Organizations utilize JIS Project Reports to improve
performance primarily in 4-ways: Benchmarking and Best Practice Research; Staff, Volunteer, and Partner Training; Key Performance
Indicator Assessment, Comparison, and Goal Setting; and Assessing and Ranking Prospective New Initiatives.
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